Diagnosis, management, and long-term outcomes of rectovaginal endometriosis
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Abstract: Rectovaginal endometriosis is the most severe form of endometriosis. Clinically, it presents with a number of symptoms including chronic pelvic pain, dysmenorrhea, deep dyspareunia, dyschezia, and rectal bleeding. The gold standard for diagnosis is laparoscopy with histological confirmation; however, there are a number of options for presurgical diagnosis, including clinical examination, transvaginal/transrectal ultrasound, magnetic resonance imaging, colonoscopy, and computed tomography colonography. Treatment can be medical or surgical. Medical therapies include birth control pills, oral progestins, gonadotropin-releasing hormone agonists, danazol, and injectable progestins. Analgesics are often used as well. Surgery improves up to 70% of symptoms. Surgery is either ablative or excisional, and is conducted via transvaginal, laparoscopic, laparotomy, or combined approaches. Common surgical techniques involve shaving of the superficial rectal lesion, laparoscopic anterior discoid resection, and low anterior bowel resection and reanastomosis. Outcomes are generally favorable, but postoperative complications may include intra-abdominal bleeding, anastomotic leaks, rectovaginal fistulas, strictures, chronic constipation, and the need for reoperation. Recurrence of rectal endometriosis is a possibility as well. Other outcomes are improved pain-related symptoms and fertility. Long-term outcomes vary according to the management strategy used. This review will provide the most recent approaches and techniques for the diagnosis and treatment of rectovaginal endometriosis.
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Introduction
Rectovaginal endometriosis (RVE) is one of the most severe forms of endometriosis, and is considered stage 4 according to Kirtner’s classification. It is much less common than ovarian or peritoneal endometriosis and affects between 3.8% and 37% of all patients with endometriosis. RVE is deep infiltrating endometriosis (DIE) that infiltrates the vagina, rectum, and the rectovaginal septum, and it obliterates the posterior cul-de-sac or the pouch of Douglas. Furthermore, in cases where the endometriotic nodule exceeds 30 mm in diameter, ureteral involvement occurs in 17.9% of patients. Anywhere from 5.3%–12% of patients are estimated to have bowel endometriosis. The rectosigmoid is the most common site of gastrointestinal involvement affecting 74% of those patients. Preoperative diagnosis can be challenging. There is a notable absence of agreed upon disease-specific endoscopic and radiological features. However, several diagnostic methods have been proposed and studied in the literature including digital rectovaginal examination, transvaginal/transrectal ultrasounds, magnetic resonance...
imaging (MRI), colonoscopy, computed tomography (CT) colonography and, ultimately, laparoscopic excision with histological confirmation.\(^6\)\(^-\)\(^8\)

In RVE, medical treatments can be used, but they are often ineffective or only temporarily effective in controlling the associated symptoms. Complete removal of the endometriotic tissue is what provides the most long-term pain relief and improved quality of life.\(^4\) Thus, surgery is the definitive treatment of choice for most women.\(^1\)\(^,\)\(^4\) Surgery is either ablative or excisional, and is conducted via transvaginal, laparoscopic, laparotomy, or combined approaches.\(^4\) Common surgical techniques involve shaving of the superficial rectal lesion, laparoscopic anterior discoid resection (ADR), and low anterior bowel resection and reanastomosis.\(^1\)

Surgical therapy of bowel endometriosis can be technically challenging and lengthy. When bowel surgery is necessary for treatment, complications increase up to 53%.\(^4\) Bowel resections occur needlessly in 1.7%–28.6% of cases.\(^4\)

It is clear that RVE has a number of diagnostic and management options. Long-term outcomes vary according to the management strategy used. This review will provide the most recent approaches and techniques for the diagnosis and treatment of RVE.

**Methods**

This review aims to describe the state-of-the-art diagnostic and treatment modalities of RVE. The database PubMed (National Center for Biotechnology Information, US National Library of Medicine, Bethesda, MD, USA) was used. The terms used most frequently in the search were: “recto-sigmoid endometriosis, recto-vaginal endometriosis, deep infiltrating endometriosis, and a combinations of these terms with the terms pelvic pain, dyspareunia, ovarian endometrioma, trans-vaginal ultrasound, trans-vaginal sonography, trans-rectal ultrasound, trans-rectal sonography, colonoscopy, MRI, CT, laparoscopy, anterior discoid resection, segmental bowel resection, and quality of life”. No restrictions were used. If the article was published in another language, the information would still be used if an English abstract was available. The search was limited to primarily the last 10 years, although most of the articles cited were published within the last 5 years. References from articles were reviewed and pertinent articles were used.

**Clinical presentation**

Symptoms of DIE include chronic pelvic pain, dysmenorrhea, deep dyspareunia, and dyschezia.\(^1\) Endometriosis infiltrating the lumen of the intestine can cause obstruction (Figure 4), rectal bleeding, hemorrhagic ascites, protein loss, intussusception, and edema.\(^9\) The degree of pain in relation to the severity of the condition varies among patients. Some cases of mild endometriosis can be associated with significant pain and other cases with severe endometriosis may experience little or no pain. Some estimate that 5% of patients with DIE are pain-free.\(^3\)\(^,\)\(^10\) Pain can be caused by compression or infiltration of specific nerves by the ectopic endometrial growth, or the anatomical position of the lesion on the organ can prevent or interfere with its function.\(^11\) Histological evaluation of RVE with severe pain is associated with a higher proportion of intraneural and perineural infiltration. Nerves were shown to be in close relationship with the endometriotic nodules and the fibrotic tissue, and this was suggestive of the relationship between endometriotic lesions and pain.\(^12\) Pain variations can be attributed to several factors.

The cytokines and growth factors (estradiol, prostaglandins, and nerve growth factor) associated with endometriosis have been correlated with pain sensation. In addition, current studies have proposed that endometriosis causes a hyperalgesic state whereby endometriotic lesions could stimulate peripheral nerve fibers to sensitize the central nervous system and lead to phantom pains in the absence of lesions.\(^13\) This could impact treatment strategies and help explain the varying relief patients report experiencing from therapy. The variation in symptoms can make the disease challenging to identify clinically.

Dyspareunia is a common symptom of patients with DIE. In an article published in 2013 from the International Society for Sexual Medicine,\(^14\) the Sexual Health Outcomes in Women Questionnaire and the Short Form-36 questionnaire evaluating quality of life analyzed the sexual impairment and related quality of life of patients with DIE. The results showed a decrease in sexual satisfaction and sense of well-being. Other analyses showed that RVE had a 67% dyspareunia rate in comparison with a 53% dyspareunia rate among women with endometriosis in other regions, such as in the peritoneum or ovaries. These differences were considered marginal and could be indicative of equal sexual dissatisfaction among patients with all types of endometriosis.\(^15\)

Some patients with DIE may have problems with fertility and seek reproductive therapy such as in vitro fertilization (IVF). Studies have shown that those patients with this severe form of endometriosis have a lower cumulative pregnancy rate in comparison with patients with less severe forms of endometriosis.\(^10\) Those with DIE have a cumulative pregnancy rate of 69.4%, which can increase slightly after several rounds of in vitro fertilization. However, after three rounds of IVF,
surgery is suggested. Data from other studies revealed no difference in pregnancy rates when comparing patients with different stages of endometriosis. The only difference found was an increase in the interval between surgery and pregnancy among patients with DIE.

Risk factors for deep infiltrating endometriosis

The group most affected by DIE includes those who fall in the age group of 21–25 years. About 20% of women develop severe endometriosis as either the deep infiltrating type, or as cystic ovarian disease. There is a significant delay between the onset of disease and diagnosis (about 10 years). In addition, about 74% of patients receive one false diagnosis before being accurately diagnosed.

Several markers or clues that point to the diagnosis of DIE can be identified by taking a thorough history. A family history of endometriosis is a primary risk factor. In fact, a range of data reports that there is a two- to tenfold risk of developing endometriosis when a first-degree relative has the disease. Other risk factors include absenteeism from school during menstruation and early and prolonged use of oral contraceptives for the treatment of primary dysmenorrhea. Nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs are the first line of therapy used for primary dysmenorrheal, and oral contraceptive pills (OCPs) are generally the next choice. However, for those women with DIE, birth control pills are generally insufficient therapy.

A cross-sectional study found that the use of oral contraceptives for primary dysmenorrhea is associated with a surgical diagnosis of DIE, with an adjusted odds ratio of 16.2. This is likely not a causative relationship, but rather, the need for the long-term use of OCPs can be used as a marker for the development of DIE. In addition, using combined oral contraceptives preoperatively has been associated with a decreased need for bowel resection. However, the temporary symptom control that oral contraceptives provide might have impacted surgical decision making. Such symptom control includes relieving endometriosis-related dysmenorrhea and preventing the recurrence of ovarian endometriomas. Evidently, more research is needed to assess the effects of hormonal therapies in the management of RVE.

Ovarian endometriomas have been considered markers for severe and multifocal DIE. Ovarian endometriomas are known to coexist with deep infiltrating endometriotic lesions affecting the uterine surface, cul-de-sac, and the uterosacral ligaments. In a study evaluating 153 patients undergoing resection for RVE, one-third of patients had concomitant endometriomas. Thus, it is important to ensure that all endometriotic lesions are removed during surgery to maximize the relief of pelvic pain symptoms and to minimize the risk of recurrence. In addition, infertility is a long-term outcome that results from endometriomas that adhere to the ovaries or fallopian tubes.

Diagnosis

Common presenting symptoms of RVE include dysmenorrhea, dyschezia, dyspareunia, chronic pelvic pain, and bowel symptoms including rectal bleeding, bloating, diarrhea, and constipation. In 80% of patients with RVE, a triad of dysmenorrhea, bowel ailments, and dyspareunia present upon diagnosis. Some studies report that digestive symptoms are not usually indicative of the endometriotic lesion location. The symptoms are generally caused by the inflammatory factors irritating the bowel, rather than by infiltration of the disease into the bowel – except in a few cases where stenosis of the bowel lumen results from the associated fibrosis. However, other analyses have revealed that some types of pain are indicative of location. Findings showed that dysmenorrhea increased with pouch of Douglas infiltration, dyspareunia increased with uterosacral ligament infiltration, noncyclic pelvic pain increased with bowel involvement, dyschezia during menstruation increased with vaginal infiltration, lower urinary tract symptoms increased with bladder involvement, and gastrointestinal symptoms were associated with bowel and vaginal involvement.

During a digital rectovaginal exam, a mass in the rectovaginal or rectocervical region can sometimes be detected. Generally, a nodule must be palpated and found to be painful in the cul-de-sac or uterosacral region in order for it to be diagnostically relevant. Research has shown that in those regions, the positive predictive value (PPV) of diagnosing endometriosis clinically by tenderness, nodularity, tenderness with nodularity, and tenderness or nodularity is 85.5%, 94%, 94.6%, and 86.7%, respectively. In another study, digital vaginal examination in general had a sensitivity of 72%, specificity of 54%, PPV of 63%, negative predictive value (NPV) of 68%, and an accuracy of 63% for the detection of a rectovaginal lesion. In addition, this procedure had a sensitivity of 68%, specificity of 46%, PPV of 45%, NPV of 69%, and an accuracy of 55% for the detection of a rectocervical lesion. Although an essential element of the initial assessment, a physical examination is generally of limited value in evaluating DIE because of its poor ability to discriminate whether growths involve the vagina, rectovaginal space, or uterosacral ligaments.
Laparoscopy is the gold standard for the diagnosis of endometriosis, and histological confirmation can be beneficial due to high false-positive rates of visual diagnosis. Due to the invasiveness of the procedure, other methods are often employed to detect the lesion and to aid with preoperative planning and patient counseling. Transvaginal ultrasound (TVS), transrectal ultrasound, CT colonography, and MRI are examples of the preoperative methods available to detect deep infiltrating RVE. There is varying data on which offers the highest sensitivity, specificity, PPV, NPV, and accuracy in cases of deep RVE. According to one study, TVS was superior to other modalities in detecting RVE, with a sensitivity of 98%, specificity of 100%, PPV of 100%, and NPV at 98%. In contrast, the study found MRI to have values of 83%, 98%, 98%, and 85% respectively.

Other studies have shown similar results with sensitivities of 73.9%–98%, and specificities of 87.5%–100% with TVS. In a cohort study consisting of 422 patients, sensitivities and specificities of TVS were categorized according to the rectovaginal septum, rectum, and sigmoid colon. Results were 52% and 96%, 65% and 99%, and 69% and 98%, respectively. There has been data collected on the high degree of false negatives that TVS generates at the uterosacral ligament and when the pouch of Douglas is obliterated (Figure 1). According to a study published in 2012, TVS accompanied by the use of saline injection (saline contrast sonovaginography [SCSV]) showed superior sensitivity, specificity, PPV, NPV, and accuracy in cases of deep RVE. Another variation of TVS includes the “tenderness guided” approach, which uses excess amounts of gel to create an acoustic window of pressure to guide the physician to areas where the patient exhibits more pain, thus identifying the areas of endometriotic tissue. This technique found specificities of 95% and sensitivities of 90%, suggesting another inexpensive yet sensitive approach to diagnosis.

The uterine sliding sign is a useful diagnostic tool that can be employed during TVS. This technique presses the transducer into the posterior vaginal fornix and withdraws backwards to determine the motion of the rectum against the posterior vaginal fornix and posterior uterine wall in the midsagittal plane. External pressure is also applied to the uterus by placing one’s hand on top of the abdomen. If movement is absent, the uterine sliding sign is considered negative and is suggestive of adhesions. In a study that evaluated this approach in regards to DIE located in the pouch of Douglas, a negative uterine sliding sign was indicative of endometriosis with a sensitivity of 83.3%, specificity of 97.1%, PPV of 92.6%, NPV of 93.2%, and an accuracy of 93%. This approach is considered useful in women with a high risk for bowel endometriosis because of its high degree of certainty, especially with regards to the involvement of the pouch of Douglas.

Both transvaginal and transrectal ultrasound can detect endometriosis as an irregular mass that is hypoechoic with a hypechoic rim. Transrectal ultrasounds, however, can be quite useful in measuring the distance from the endometriotic lesion to the anal verge. In fact, in a retrospective study, rectal endoscopic sonography showed a PPV of 100% in detecting muscularis layer infiltration; however, it was not statistically significant. Although SCSV appeared superior to traditional TVS in this study, the authors did not suggest its use as a first-line strategy unless the physician had extensive training in this approach. In the analysis, MRI had the same results as SCSV in diagnosing rectal endometriosis with matching sensitivities of 66.7%. This value supersedes the 33.3% sensitivity found with the use of TVS alone in this study. Although MRI sensitivity is quantitatively superior to TVS in this analysis, it can be very time consuming and quite costly. SCSV could be a more sensitive and affordable option if physicians are adequately trained.

In a study from 2003, SCSV presented with similar data to those discussed above. The results revealed TVS to have a sensitivity of 90.6%, specificity of 85.7%, PPV of 93.5%, and NPV of 80%. In addition, SCSV was associated with minimal pain and discomfort.

In contrast, the study found MRI to have values of 83%, 98%, 98%, and 85% respectively. Other studies have shown similar results with sensitivities of 73.9%–98%, and specificities of 87.5%–100% with TVS. In a cohort study consisting of 422 patients, sensitivities and specificities of TVS were categorized according to the rectovaginal septum, rectum, and sigmoid colon. Results were 52% and 96%, 65% and 99%, and 69% and 98%, respectively. There has been data collected on the high degree of false negatives that TVS generates at the uterosacral ligament and when the pouch of Douglas is obliterated (Figure 1).

Figure 1 This is an endorectal ultrasound revealing a deep endometriosis nodule involving the muscular layer of the rectum.

as accurate in determining infiltration of the submucosal/mucosal layers. Sensitivity, specificity, PPV, and NPV for those layers were 89%, 26%, 55%, and 71%, respectively. It is important to note that there have been results where specificity in the submucosa/mucosa is as high as 94%.^3,4^4

Colonoscopy can be used to diagnose endometriosis that has invaded into the bowel as well. Rectoscopy is not commonly used for lesions because growths generally do not penetrate past the muscularis propria (<10%) or mucosa. Thus, colonic endometriomas are easily missed on colonoscopy.~7,8~ Because of the clinical symptoms and endoscopic/radiologic findings, RVE can be mistaken for malignancy, and thus must be considered in the differential diagnosis when a patient is undergoing colonoscopy.~8~

CT-based virtual colonoscopy is useful in determining stenosis of the bowel due to the infiltration of endometriosis. It is particularly efficient in evaluating whether the patient is in need of shaving or full-thickness resection when presenting with DIE in the colon.~41~

Double-contrast barium enemas have an accuracy of 90% and PPV of 97% in diagnosing colonic involvement of endometriosis.~5~

Modified virtual colonoscopy, also known as CT colonography, is another useful tool for determining the infiltration of endometriosis into the bowel. CT colonography has a wide range of views expanding into the submucosa and the serosa, unlike traditional colonoscopy. In this modified approach, a large obstetric tampon is inserted high into the vagina, a Foley catheter is inserted into the rectum releasing CO₂ and the pelvis is scanned. This technique is noninvasive, of short duration (20 minutes), requires minimal preparation, and does not require sedation. It uses a lower dose of radiation than virtual colonoscopy, pyelogram, and barium enemas. No endoscope or barium is required, and it is approximately 50% less costly than optical colonoscopy. The main advantage is that the bowel is insufflated with CO₂, which allows for multiple viewing modalities. Abdominal, retroperitoneal, and pelvic organs can be scanned as well. DIE can be visualized in the bowel, urinary tract, as well as in the rectovaginal and recto-peritoneal regions. This is a good technique for young women who wish to avoid high radiation doses and need a comprehensive presurgical evaluation because it allows for almost all presurgical investigation to be completed in one study (Figure 2).~42,43~

A descriptive imaging classification was proposed using modified virtual colonoscopy in an attempt to quantify the severity of rectogenital disease and disseminated endometriosis. The LSD/MURO classification signifies the severity of the pathology by giving it a numeric evaluation (ie, 0, 1, 2, or 3). Rectogenital disease is described by the LSD component; it identifies and quantifies pathology from the anal verge to the lower sigmoid.

L corresponds to the length of stricture (0 = no stricture or rectogenital nodule with no bowel involvement; 1 = a stricture length of 0–3 cm; 2 = a stricture length of 3–5 cm; and 3 = a stricture length >5 cm and/or non-distensibility). The stricture (S) is calculated by measuring the smallest stricture diameter and comparing it with the closest normal bowel lumen diameter (0 = no stricture; 1 =<30% stricture; 2 =30%–60% stricture; and 3 =>60% stricture). D is the distance from the anal verge (0 = bowel involvement; 1 =>15 cm; 2 =8–15 cm; and 3 =<8 cm). The score increases as the pathology gets closer to the anal verge. MURO describes disseminated endometriosis beyond the rectogenital organs; M corresponds to multifocal disease above the lower sigmoid, U corresponds to urinary tract involvement, R corresponds to reproductive organ involvement, and O corresponds to abdominal organs such as the liver.

MRI is often the preoperative, noninvasive method of choice used to diagnose RVE due to its high level of accuracy in predicting specific locations of the infiltrating endometriosis in the intestinal, pelvic, and retroperitoneal regions.~3,36,44,45~ It should also be noted that MRI has an overall specificity of 90.3% in predicting lesions in the pelvic and retroperitoneal regions.~45~ MRI allows precise localization of predicted lesions and visualization of multiple planes of multifocal, scattered, and small lesions.~36~ Though the aforementioned studies~3,36,44,45~ stated that MRI was useful in the intestinal, pelvic, and retroperitoneal regions preoperatively, a different study revealed it was particularly helpful in detecting lesions invading the bladder region, and less effective in the peritoneal regions.~46~
The extent of disease infiltration is important for selecting which surgical technique will be employed. Nonetheless, during surgical excision, lesions are occasionally underestimated due to their location, or overestimated secondary to the extent of the fibrotic tissue present. MRI may be contraindicated or avoided in patients with significant anxiety or claustrophobia, and CT can be a good option for those patients, with sensitivity, specificity, PPV, NPV, and accuracy values of 87%, 100%, 100%, 77%, and 91%, respectively. It can be especially helpful in detecting the endometriotic bowel implants (98.7% specificity) when combined with a water enema.

Specificity on MRI is exceptionally high; however, research has been conducted on techniques that further improve specificity. One such technique included using ~100–120 mL of nonsterile ultrasound gel to opacify the vagina and rectum before imaging. This allowed for delineation of the pelvic organs, especially of the vagina and rectovaginal septum. The sensitivity increased from 63.1% to 81.7% after opacification. In addition the specificity, though almost perfect prior to opacification (99.28%), reached 100% after opacification. Other techniques involve recognizing a sub center foci and T2 hyperintensity to visualize ectopic endometrial glands within fibrotic masses (Figure 3).

Another analysis found that different modalities work better for different regions. TVS worked best for endometriomas; MRI worked best for uterosacral ligaments, and small lesions on the bladder; and rectal endoscopic sonography worked best for the rectovaginal septum. In conclusion, the study found that all three were complementary for preoperative diagnosis.

Treatment options

Pain management for RVE is highly variable. There are a number of hormonal therapies, which can partially alleviate pain. These therapies include birth control pills, gonadotropin-releasing hormone agonists, danazol, injectable progestins, and analgesics. Oral progestins are an option as well. One study revealed both surgical therapy and medical therapy with progestins equally improved deep dyspareunia in women with RVE. These data are suggestive of the fact that if the patients’ only complaints surround dyspareunia, a conservative approach that could be used is hormonal therapy with progestins. Furthermore, low-dose OCPs have shown some benefit in reducing bowel endometriosis-related symptoms of dysmenorrhea, dyspareunia, and dyschezia. In addition to pain relief, therapy with OCPs has been shown to significantly reduce volumetric colorectal plaques when visualized by endoscopic ultrasound. Also, OCPs have been shown to reduce the risk for bowel resection and the recurrence of ovarian endometriomas.

Although not approved for use in endometriosis by the US Food and Drug Administration, the levonorgestrel-releasing intrauterine system used after conservative surgery can be effective in reducing chronic pain.

Most often, surgery provides the most relief and improves at least 70% of pain-related symptoms. There are a number

Figure 3 This is a preoperative assessment using magnetic resonance imaging, revealing a deep infiltrating endometriosis nodule with an obvious increase in rectal wall thickness. Notes: The increase in rectal wall thickness is indicated by the arrow. Copyright © 2013. Reproduced with permission of Elsevier. Roman H, Vassilieff M, Tuech JJ, et al. Postoperative digestive function after radical versus conservative surgical philosophy for deep endometriosis infiltrating the rectum. Fertil Steril. 2013;99(6):1695–1704.

Figure 4 This is an endometriotic stricture >30% managed by segmental resection. Note: Copyright © 2013. Reproduced with permission of Elsevier. van der Wat J, Kaplan MD, Roman H, Da Costa C. The use of modified virtual colonoscopy to structure a descriptive imaging classification with implied severity for rectogenital and disseminated endometriosis. J Minim Invasive Gynecol. Epub June 5, 2013.
of surgical options for patients. Conventional laparoscopic or robotic approaches have been used.55 Laparoscopic shaving resections, also known as superficial partial thickness excisions, are used in less severe cases and are associated with fewer complications of bowel obstruction and nerve damage.47,56 In a retrospective analysis that examined the various resection techniques of rectal endometriosis, the shaving of superficial lesions had a 6% complication rate (CR) in comparison with a 23% CR in laparoscopic discoid resection and a 38% CR with laparoscopic segmental resection. It is important to note that the majority of lesions handled with the shaving technique were smaller than 1 cm; the procedure was less invasive, and thus more easily managed in this manner during surgery. In more extensive cases, segmental and discoid resections were performed. Though complications were less frequent with the shaving approach, pain relief was less effective. This could be due to incomplete excision and recurrence of the endometriotic infiltrate.47 Other studies have compared patients treated conservatively to patients treated with radical excision of DIE and have concluded similarly that radical removal greatly decreased the severity of dysmenorrhea and the recurrence of pelvic pain.57

In addition, several energy sources can be used in treatment, including laser or electrosurgery.59 Laparoscopic laser resection is especially helpful in removing infiltrations of the rectovaginal septum and rectovaginal pouch.56,59 In a study that used a CO₂ laser, out of 48 patients, five needed further surgery over a 17.9-month range, and there was a 19% recurrence rate. In addition, extreme fatigue reduced from 58% of patients to 10% of patients after laser resection. Finally, 59% of patients considered improvement “excellent”, and 41% considered improvement “satisfactory.”59

Laparoscopic CO₂ laser was used in another study that compared women who had laser excision with and without bowel resection.60 Clinical outcomes for both groups were equal, except for a higher minor CR occurring in women with bowel resection. Laparoscopic laser ablation, in combination with segmental bowel resection, is associated with good clinical outcomes for women with DIE.61

A small retrospective study found that laparoscopic ADR, when feasible, was superior to low anterior resection (LAR) due to decreased operative time, blood loss, and length of hospitalization. In addition, ADR improved symptoms of diarrhea, constipation, daily performance, dyschezia, rectal pain, and dyspareunia more effectively than LAR. These data suggest that ADR – when feasible – should be the initial surgical treatment, except in cases where there is multifocal rectal involvement, large rectal nodules, luminal stenosis, and recurrent disease. In these situations, LAR and reanastomosis may be the patient’s best option.1 When radical resection was compared with the conservative approach of rectal shaving and nodule excision, the conservative approach had better results on the Knowles–Eccersley–Scott Symptom Questionnaire, Gastrointestinal Quality of Life Index, depression/self-perception Fecal Incontinence Quality of Life score, and significantly improved values for postoperative constipation. Once again, this study suggests better outcomes if the rate of colorectal resection is reduced.62

The classical laparoscopic technique is non-nerve-sparing and removes parts of the mesentery attached to the posterior colon. This can lead to the damaging of nerves that coordinate bladder and intestinal function, and can result in a loss of vasculature to the bowel. This is often the technique used by colorectal surgeons for colon cancer. However in RVE, a surgeon can use a nerve-sparing technique, which takes advantage of the digital zoom function on the laparoscope to avoid the inferior hypogastric nerve plexus in order to preserve urinary function.35,47,63,64 A key step in the nerve-sparing approach is that it accurately identifies the anatomic structures in the posterior parametrium prior to removal of the lesions. The surgeon should take the time to distinguish the cranial structure (uterosacral ligaments), the caudad structure (rectovaginal ligaments), and the lateral caudad structure (lateral rectal ligaments). These structures hold the autonomic nerves, which innervate the pelvic viscera.64,65

A case series from 2010 found that only three of 16 patients who underwent the nerve-sparing technique needed urinary catheterization that lasted a maximum of 2 days. In comparison, 14 of 55 patients with the classical resection needed catheterization for 3–6 months and two patients had persistent urinary retention.69 A prospective cohort study of 61 patients showed longer mean catheter duration of 39.8 days in patients who underwent the nerve-sparing technique, as opposed to a mean catheter duration of 121 days in patients who underwent the classical resection.66 Evidently, both analyses were in congruence that the non-nerve-sparing group did not show signs of improvement in their urinary dysfunction after 6 months, and that the nerve-sparing technique was the ideal choice for surgical excision.65,66

A recent surgical approach described the use of both laparoscopic and transanal techniques. Laparoscopically, the lesions are shaved and released from the walls of the vagina and surrounding areas. Transanally, a Contour™ Transtar™ stapler (Ethicon Endo-Surgery Inc., Cincinnati, OH, USA) both excises and staples the lesion. The study that addressed this technique was limited in size, only reporting the data...
from six patients.⁶⁷ Four of the patients did not experience any postoperative digestive pain and had clear margins on excision. The technique is very appealing because it avoids opening the lumen and minimizes the leakage of bowel contaminants into the peritoneum. The device also has the ability to excise nodules as high as 10 cm inward from the anal canal and up to 5 cm in diameter, as opposed to 7 cm inward and 2 cm in diameter, respectively, for other staplers.⁶⁷

Robot-assisted techniques have been reported in recent years. Results from a cohort study conducted over the past 5 years suggest robotics as a useful technique for complex cases such as those concomitant with hysterectomy and sacrocolpopexy.⁵⁵ In a limited study utilizing the robot-assisted approach, out of 19 patients with bowel resection, 23 patients with rectovaginal septum resection, and five bladder resections, one anastomotic leakage was reported. No intraoperative complications or conversion to laparotomy occurred in this study.⁵⁵ More research about this approach and its cost-effectiveness is needed.

Complications and long-term outcomes

According to a retrospective study conducted with 52 patients who had laparoscopic bowel resections from 2002–2009, only four patients (7%) had complications. These complications included intra-abdominal bleeding, rectovaginal fistula, and anastomotic leakage.⁷ In a similar retrospective study conducted with 23 patients, three patients (13%) experienced major complications including anastomotic stenosis, bowel fistula, and bladder fistula. Other complications included constipation in 23% of patients, dyschezia in 43% of patients, and dysuria in 18% of patients.⁶⁸ Rectovaginal fistulas are often seen when lesions are removed in the lower rectum accompanied by a hysterectomy. Using an omental flap or imbricating the seromuscularis layer over the staples can sometimes avoid this complication.⁴⁷ In a comprehensive study of 1,128 full laparoscopic bowel resections for intestinal endometriosis and 19 robot-assisted resections, the overall CR was 8.7% (94 complications out of 1,147 procedures). The major complications were 24 anastomotic leaks (2.1%), 18 rectovaginal fistulas (1.5%), 13 intra-abdominal bleeds (1.1%), eight pelvic fluid collections (0.7%), and two urinary injuries (0.2%). The minor complications included nine transient bowel obstructions (0.8%), four minor rectal bleedings (0.3%), ten wound infections (0.9%), two urinary infections (0.2%), and four transient urinary retentions (0.3%). Recurrence of pain was found in 38 patients. Overall, 99% of symptoms were alleviated from the surgeries.⁶⁹ Although complications are common, overall improvement in pelvic pain and quality of life is evident with bowel resection. Because some complications are more severe, such as rectal and bladder dysfunctions, patients should be evaluated and counseled carefully before undergoing surgery; various approaches should also be levied according to what optimizes patient satisfaction and outcomes.⁶⁸ In addition, the recurrence of lesions and symptoms is always a possibility. In patients over 40 years of age with no interest in becoming pregnant, hysterectomy with or without bilateral oophorectomy can be considered.⁷⁰ The surgical approach and the extent of excision should be tailored carefully to the individual patient and to the presenting symptoms.

Quality of life appears to be markedly improved for patients who chose a surgical option. In a study conducted in Brazil, a Short Form-36 Health Status Questionnaire was given to 151 women who underwent laparoscopic resection between 2002 and 2009, and the researchers found significant improvements in pain-related symptoms (P<0.001) and a significant increase in scores across all domains of physical and mental health (P<0.001).⁷¹ A cohort study out of Italy used the same Short Form-36 Health Status Questionnaire; the researchers examined quality of life in patients who underwent segmental bowel resection and those who had nodules shaved instead.⁷² Results showed a significant increase in quality of life in all patients, which was congruent with the findings from the aforementioned study. It should be noted, however, that surgical resection did not appear to be superior to shaving. Both methods worked equally well at improving quality of life. Other questionnaires such as the EuroQol Group EQ-5D™ (EuroQol Group, Rotterdam, The Netherlands) have been used in the analysis of quality of life after laparoscopic resection, and improvements in quality of life were shown to be statistically significant over the course of 3 years of follow up.⁷³

In addition to the relief of bowel-related symptoms, sexual dysfunction can be alleviated by surgery. Research has shown that endometriotic nodules in the pouch of Douglas in particular are associated with sexual pain, and laparoscopic resection can significantly improve these symptoms.⁷⁴ It has been shown that 1 year after rectovaginal resection, sexual satisfaction is improved significantly.⁷⁵,⁷⁶

Surgery can also improve fertility, even when surgery does not remove all endometriotic lesions.⁷⁷ Analyzing whether surgery improves spontaneous conception or IVF is difficult to substantiate. In a systematic review using eleven selected studies, patients with RVE who were infertile before surgery were evaluated for their postsurgical pregnancy rates with spontaneous pregnancy and IVF. The average postoperative conception rate in all women seeking pregnancy apart from preoperative fertility status and IVF performance was
39% (223/571), but only 24% (123/510) in infertile women who tried for spontaneous conception. These data suggest that patients with RVE who undergo surgery should know that postoperative conception is a real possibility, but generic overestimation should be avoided. 78

Conclusion

RVE is the most severe form of endometriosis. Symptoms vary among patients, and clinical diagnosis can be challenging. A number of modalities are employed in diagnosis, including physical examination, ultrasound, MRI, colonoscopy, and CT colonography. The gold standard for diagnosis is laparoscopy with histological confirmation. Several studies showed TVS as a very specific, sensitive, affordable, and time-efficient modality for the diagnosis of DIE. However, other modalities, like MRI and CT colonography, can be used and provide information such as the depth at which the lesion infiltrates the bowel wall. Once a diagnosis is determined, medical therapy is usually not adequate to relieve symptoms; although birth control pills are associated with a reduced need for bowel resection. Surgery ranges from superficial partial thickness excisions to radical colorectal resection and reanastomosis. Outcomes from the different surgical options vary; most studies showed that the more radical the resection, the greater the postsurgical CR. However, the recurrence rate was higher with the less aggressive approaches. There has been a significant development of surgical equipment. Research is needed to assess the clinical outcomes associated with using various devices. In conclusion, RVE is a serious diagnosis for patients, and a number of options for the diagnosis and treatment of these patients are available. Diagnostic and therapeutic approaches should be tailored to the individual patient, her symptoms, and her treatment goals.
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